Throw me anywhere, Lord.
In that ole field.
Throw me anywhere, Lord.
In that ole field.

Don't care where you throw me.
In that ole field.
Cause my Jesus owns me.
In that ole field.

You may beat and bang me
In that ole field.
Since my Jesus saves me
In that ole field.

Oh, throw me anywhere, Lord.
In that ole field.
Oh, throw me anywhere, Lord.
In that ole field.

Don't care where you throw me.
In that ole field.
Sing King Jesus owns me.
In that ole field.

Oh, throw me anywhere, Lord.
In that ole field.
Oh, throw me anywhere, Lord.
In that ole field.

Don't care how you treat me.
In that ole field.
Since King Jesus meet me.
In that ole field.

Don't care how you do me.
In that ole field.
Since King Jesus choose me.
In that ole field.

Don't care how you treat me.
In that ole field.
Since King Jesus meet me.
In that ole field.

Don't care how you do me.
In that ole field.
Since King Jesus choose me.
In that ole field.